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Overview The most exciting, skilled and physical team in world football is on a mission to break the world record for the most points ever scored in a single FIFA World Cup™ tournament. Whether you
are captaining the world’s hottest team to the final, or continuing the legacy of Germany and Brazil as hosts of the 2014 FIFA World Cup™™, your choice of authentic kit and squad will be vital to your
team’s success. The FIFA World Cup™™ is the most prestigious international soccer competition in the world. It’s up to you to lead your country to glory and bring home the trophy. A whole new
Immersive World: Experience the most authentic and thrilling version of the World Cup in its most complete version yet, with official host broadcaster and long-time FIFA tournament partner, ESPN,
adding a cutting-edge new experience that is accessible to all. A Brand New Skills Challenge: Test your skills in 17 different disciplines over 3 game modes in the new Instinctive Shoot challenge. Live
Commentary: Watch and listen to a professional commentary team calling the matches in true English style. Key Features: Authentic FIFA World Cup™ Experience: Features over 150 stadiums in Brazil
and includes 16 playable countries, all using player likenesses that are genuine and faithful to the real-life versions. The ESPN FIFA World Cup™ streams will also provide the only “Real” coverage of the
event, with commentary, matches and highlights that are brought to you by a professional broadcast team. The world’s most authentic soccer experience for FIFA fans. Features over 150 stadiums in
Brazil and includes 16 playable countries, all using player likenesses that are genuine and faithful to the real-life versions. The ESPN FIFA World Cup™ streams will also provide the only “Real” coverage
of the event, with commentary, matches and highlights that are brought to you by a professional broadcast team. The Brand New: Expansive and dynamic experience that places gameplay center stage,
with intuitive touch and intuitive voice commands. Authentic kits and player collectables that offer unique visual and cosmetic rewards. New environments: Beautiful new stadiums in South America, with
an improved coaching interface and player intelligence. A brand new, expanded game mode: Replay FIFA World Cup™™ Retro. Contains 8 teams and official matches from the 1962 World Cup™. Replays
offer play-by-play commentary and interactive stats. A brand new, expanded game mode: Challenge Mode
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Fifa 22 Features Key:

Play • Create • Compete
Play with and against the most authentic depiction of real-life teams, men and women. Connect to the player you want to compete against and lead your squad into thrilling matches.
Create a squad from 88 real players with 13,000 unique players.'s offline tools like "Create a Park."
Team up with friends for global head-to-head soccer matches with real players and authentic competitions.
Call in the stars on one-off, ala-time-and-date matches.
Rank up with stars of the true variety.

FIFA Ultimate Team.

Key features FIFA 22:

More ways to play. New gameplay features including an Academy, plus the ability to take full control of certain parts of the game like Skill Moves. You’ll be able to choose your player direction, skills, kits and more.
Real Team AI.
New Player Career.- Choose your position, your position, your position, how much time to invest in coaching and so on.
3D Graphics.
Improve your training.
Better teamwork and formations.
Play before, during and after events like World Cups.
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FIFA is always just that little bit better than the previous year, and now we’re back with FIFA 21, the new, new league for which, like the majestic seahorse, the sea is “always just a little better.” U.S.
Champ Man of the Match Bradley Wright-Phillips (Chelsea) showed off his incredible finishing abilities to help the Red Devils to their first victory in Europe since 2001 on Wednesday night. Pass the
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A fully-integrated gameplay system that offers an unparalleled combination of your real-world gameplay experience, and your virtual in-game gameplay experience. Use FIFA Ultimate Team to build
your dream squad of players, choosing from over 30,000 authentic, licensed players, all with realistic attributes and abilities. FIFA Ultimate Team comes to FIFA 22. In-Game Purchases – FIFA Ultimate
Team Packs are comprised of players and kits to earn through gameplay. EA Access members will have access to all FIFA Ultimate Team Packs available in stores. For all other players, Packs are
available on the game disc and in stores. Packs come with all-new game content exclusive to FIFA Ultimate Team, such as the latest players, boots and clothing, training sessions, practice drills,
wallpapers, and other game content. Packs also contain randomised content items like Coins and Golden Players, which can be used to purchase Coins, players, and Player Series. Players can also earn
virtual currency, Coins, and other FIFA Ultimate Team items for completing in-game challenges and challenges in the FIFA Football Companion app. European Leagues – The UEFA Europa League is
the premier club football tournament for clubs outside of the Champions League and UEFA Champions League. At over 60 clubs and nine rounds, the UEFA Europa League is the largest club football
tournament in the world in terms of teams, clubs and participants. It is the third tier of European club football and the fifth overall. MORE ABOUT FIFA 22 In FIFA 22, we continue the evolution of the
popular official videogame of the UEFA Champions League™. With FIFA 22, players will experience intense matches, new behaviours and new ways to play the beautiful game in an all-new game mode:
Career Mode. And, for the first time in FIFA, players will get the opportunity to perform and play in their favourite national teams. The FIFA Football Companion app is now included in the game as an
official mobile companion to FIFA 22. It is a free download from the iOS App Store and the Google Play Store. The companion app provides the latest player data, helps you analyse your rivals and is a
place for you to customise your FIFA 22 experience. More details will be announced in the coming weeks. WORLDWIDE CHAMPIONS – FIFA 22 takes players around the globe to reimagine the World
Cup™ and introduce the FIFA World Cup™ Trophy. With new destinations and a refined set of game modes, FIFA 22 presents a renewed way to play the world’s most popular club football tournament.
FIFA

What's new:

Better, sharper ball physics with FIFA Ultimate Team
A new and improved FIFA Ultimate Team experience has been fully integrated into the gameplay, allowing players to create completely new teams from scratch, and unlock
new styles of players. New teams are available in the Team Packs that are assigned at the beginning of a Journey of Discovery.
Keeper assists in Goalkeeper reactions – move to where the ball is going. Over a decade of player performance data showed that goalkeepers need a little help. Goals scored
from crosses and volley crosses are amongst the highest scoring goal types. Poor goalkeepers have been found to have a poor ability to react to the ball. Goalkeeper reactions
allow you to assist your Goalie more effectively.
New kicking systems – sends the ball shorter and straighter. Pro-academy players now use faster kick styles. Double-kick tech is on show now. Fetch is more effective and can
be chained to move forward fast. Set pieces are precise, balanced, and rewarding - based on recent game data.
Galacticos will be key – alter national teams with European managers and captaincy candidates. More than 120 new Galacticos will be available from the start of the game,
including captain candidates.
Player Ratings – A better way to rate your players is still in the works. But, players now have 7 different ratings, covering both on and off the ball skills. Players spend most of
their game time on the field of play and are classified as versatile, key, or extra. These four ratings work as filters: a versatile player can play anywhere across the midfield to
touch a ball. A key player is typically positioned in the penalty area of a soccer field. A versatile player can play anywhere on the field and a key player can be categorized as a
dominant forward, a winger, or a center forward. This new player classification will help players shape their playing styles.
Smarter Cerebral Visual Impairment (CVI) support. Improved VR rendering through the “FUT Avatars” CVI detection. The “FUT Avatars” system allows the match engine to
create replicas of your players that don’t need player models.
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FIFA is the world’s most popular football video game franchise. The series has over 100 million players and generates more than $2 billion a year in revenue. FIFA takes players of all levels of
ability to the next level, with over 15,000 hours of gameplay across the FIFA Ultimate Team, Seasons, Career, and Offline Seasons modes. FIFA Ultimate Team is a single player versus
opponent match based mode where the gamer builds and manages his or her own team from the official player roster. Players can also take the unprecedented step of modifying their real life
transfer assets on FIFA Ultimate Team. The FIFA career mode allows the gamer to step into the boots of the next generation of world class players. The Offline Seasons mode lets players
experience seasons of their favorite teams and leagues in an offline environment. FIFA, Global OFLC, FIFA 14 and FIFA 13 – $800 million THE FUTURE IS NOW WITH YOU! FIFA is
winning on digital platforms now. FIFA Ultimate Team™ has also been downloaded more than 1.5 billion times since the game launched on mobile in 2012. EA SPORTS™ FIFA on mobile is
also firmly entrenched as a powerhouse in the U.S. mobile space with more than 15 million installs, including 3 million per month and more than 3.2 million monthly active users. FUT mobile
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is continuing to grow and find new audiences, with more than 2 million items sold on the App Store, more than 2.3 million items sold on the Google Play store, and more than 170 million game
sessions. FIFA, FIFA 14 and FIFA 13 – $1.7 billion A NEW ULTIMATE TEAMS, NEW BETS – FOR A NEW BEGINNING FIFA’s popular single player mode, FIFA Ultimate Team (FUT),
has also benefited from the innovations in football. With the latest FIFA we’re bringing the most loved elements of FUT to the Online Seasons mode and introducing a new “Fanshop”
experience. We’re also opening up the FUT team building process, allowing users to buy packs of cards rather than individual items, a step that’s easier to understand and allows for a better
matchmaking experience. Additionally, players can now define their ultimate team and place their own custom transfer histories for the players they buy. FIFA, FIFA 14 and FIFA 13 – $1.8
billion EVERY MATCH, ALL THE WAY THROUGH Last year
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